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MC Software in ATLAS

Why is the generation of new samples slow?

5 SIMULATION AND DIGITISATION

Figure 1: ATLAS CPU hours used by various activities in 2018

assumed that the CPU time needed per event for HL-LHC will be the same as in Run 2, such that a better
physics description can be obtained with a similar CPU cost.
In the aggressive R&D scenario it is assumed that the total CPU time per event is reduced by a factor of 2,
due to a combination of software improvements, sharing of events with CMS and physics choices. In this
same scenario, it is also assumed that the total number of events generated is reduced by up to 30% by
improving the treatment of events with negative weights and the sampling of the phase space. Finally, it
is assumed that 10% fewer events will need to be simulated by further exploiting event-level reweighting
techniques, thereby reducing the need for separate generator systematic variation samples. Reduction of
the total number of events generated and simulated has an impact both on the CPU and the disk footprint.
In this scenario, we also assume that some of the event generation is now done on GPUs.

5 Simulation and Digitisation

5.1 Introduction

ATLAS currently uses both full detector simulation and fast detector simulation for physics results. Full
simulation is based on the GEANT4 toolkit. FastCaloSim [20] simulates calorimeter response to single
particles using parametrizations, and is approximately ten times faster than GEANT4. FatRas [21] is a
fast simulation of charged particle propagation in the ATLAS tracking detector with simplified material
effects, based on the ACTS toolkit (§6.2). Each physics analysis group evaluates the requirements for
statistical and systematic uncertainties for each physics sample that needs to be simulated. Based on
these studies, physicists request some simulated samples with higher-accuracy full simulation, and others
with lower-accuracy fast simulation. Reconstruction times for simulated events are currently similar for
both simulation methods. On average, currently about 50% of all samples use full simulation. For the
HL-LHC ATLAS aims to further reduce this fraction, with a consequent saving of CPU resources devoted
to detector simulation at the HL-LHC.

5.2 Run 3 Detector Simulation Strategy

Detector simulation accounts for just under 40% of the CPU hours consumed by the ATLAS experiment,
as shown in Figure 1. At the same time the physics reach of many analyses, including measurements in
the Higgs sector, is limited by the available statistics of MC events. Reducing the amount of time spent
on simulations is a priority for the HL-LHC R&D program. This problem is being tackled on many fronts
by ATLAS and by the GEANT4 collaboration R&D projects.
Besides reducing the fraction of events simulated with GEANT4, ATLAS has an active R&D program
aimed at optimizing the CPU requirements of GEANT4. Performance gains of 20% with no impact on
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Fig. 41 Distribution of the (left) number of constituents in the lead-
ing R = 0.4 EMPFlow jets in the W ′ sample and (right) the mass of
trimmed R = 1.0 UFO jets in the Z ′ sample in Geant4 (black trian-

gles), AtlFastII (blue stars), and AtlFast3 (red diamonds). The statistical
uncertainties are shown, but may be smaller than the size of the markers

Fig. 42 Comparison of the CPU performance of AtlFast3 with
Geant4 and AtlFastII. The average CPU time to simulate an event
is estimated using 10,000 single photons at 0.20 < |η| < 0.25 for
three different energies: 8 GeV, 65 GeV, and 256 GeV. These photons
are generated on the calorimeter surface and provide a comparison for
calorimeter-only simulation time

9 Conclusion

An updated version of the fast simulation for the ATLAS
experiment, AtlFast3, is introduced in this paper. AtlFast3
significantly improves the modelling of reconstructed objects
for physics analyses beyond that obtained by AtlFastII. In
most cases, AtlFast3 and Geant4 agree to within a few
percent. Key improvements include the modelling of the
response in the forward calorimeters and of shower substruc-
ture within jets. Moreover, AtlFast3 requires only 20% as
much CPU as Geant4 to simulate an event. The version of
AtlFast3 described in this paper is currently being used by
ATLAS to simulate 7 billion events for physics analyses of
the Run 2 data. Further updates and improvements to the
modelling are anticipated for Run 3 and beyond.
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→ trying to give an overview / a feeling why the
approval and the production of new Monte Carlo
samples can take significant time in ATLAS

Monte Carlo - Reconstruction 53
 

• Now, after all of this, we can run the reconstruction!
• The input to the reconstruction is the RDO from our physics 

process of interest, and the pile-up RDOs 

• With this, we can then run our reconstruction algorithms, 
identically to the way we run them over the RAW data and 
produce our output AOD for physics
• For MC, we decide upon the release that will be used for a 

production campaign and stick with that release for a 
significant amount of time (until a "reprocessing" is needed)

• The T0 releases are updated on a weekly basis, but due to the 
Frozen-Tier-0 requirement, the release is still consistent with 
the release we use for MC! 
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MC Software in ATLAS

Generator software teams in ATLAS

Tasks of dedicated generator software expert teams within ATLAS

� ATLAS software maintenance and update for specific generator

� answering to technical and physics questions related to the generator
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MC Software in ATLAS

Uncertainty prescription for the tt̄ process

For evaluation of the uncertainties marked in red new samples have to be produced

Hard process generation
� scale uncertainty

varying (KR ,KF ) ∈ {(1, 0.5), (1, 2), (0.5, 1), (2, 1)} with µR/F = KR/Fµ0

� PDF uncertainty
PDF4LHC variations added in quadrature (nominal NNPDF3.0)

� NNLO reweighting
use NNLO reweighting based on truth ptt̄T , mtt̄ , p

t
T and pt̄T

� hdamp variation
compare nominal hdamp = 1.5mtop to hdamp = 3mtop

� top quark mass
compare nominal mtop = 172.5 GeV to mtop ∈ {172.0, 173.0} GeV samples

Matching uncertainty

� Pythia 8 phardT variation

compare nominal phardT = 0 to phardT = 1 sample
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MC Software in ATLAS

Uncertainty prescription for the tt̄ process
Parton shower uncertainties

� initial state radiation
Pythia 8 Var3c variations, vary ISR αS (MZ ) = {0.115, 0.140}, nominal αS (MZ ) = 0.127
[ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-021]

� final state radiation
vary µR in FSR splitting kernel by factor 0.5 and 2

� parton shower
comparison of nominal Pwg+Py8 with Pwg+Herwig 7 (H7)

Specialised uncertainty definitions
� top line shape (only for analysis in off-shell region)

comparison of nominal Pwg+Py8 to Pwg+MadSpin+Py8 tt̄ sample

� recoil-to-top
compare nominal (recoil-to-colour) to alternative recoil-to-top sample

� underlying event
Py8 A14 Var1 variations (MPI and UE tuning parameters) [ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-021]

� colour reconnection
comparison of nominal to tuned results with different CR models CR1 and CR2
[ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-008]
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MC Software in ATLAS

Monte Carlo statistics for tt̄ in dileptonic decay

sample statistics simulation type
nominal (Pwhg+Py8) 550 M FullSim
nominal (Pwhg+Py8) 550 M FastSim

hdamp = 3mt (Pwhg+Py8) 310 M FastSim
mt variations (Pwhg+Py8) 2 x 230M FastSim
phardT = 1 (Pwhg+Py8) 310 M FastSim

PS uncertaintiy (Pwhg+H7) 310 M FastSim
top line shape (Pwhg+Py8) 310M FastSim
recoil-to-top (Pwhg+Py8) 260 M FastSim
UE variation (Pwhg+Py8) 2 x 90M FastSim

colour reconnection (Pwhg+Py8) 2 x 190 M FastSim

→ if misconfiguration of the generator is found in the nominal sample, also systematic varied
samples have to reproduced to not overestimate the modelling uncertainties
→ careful validation is needed before nominal sample production can start

Outline

� integration of a new generator into ATLAS software

� generator software validation in ATLAS (external and internal software)

� Monte Carlo user request workflow
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MC Software in ATLAS

Integrating a new generator into ATLAS software

� compiled generator executable needs to be made available in software layer

� user configuration of the generator run is done in python job options scripts

� steering scripts to pass control from athena to the generator

� conversion scripts of the generated event into HepMC format

� storing of the events in root files or preparation for further downstream processing (e.g.
simulation)

→ compatible output format for downstream processing in ATLAS + setting up the event
generation through python scripts for the end user is very convenient

asetup AthGeneration,23.6.22

Gen tf.py --ecmEnergy=13000.0 --jobConfig=410472

--outputEVNTFile=ttbar.EVNT.root --maxEvents=10000 --rivetAnas=MC TTBAR

Implementation of new generators is done by software experts, as well as the implementation of
new processes in an existing generator by the specific generator software experts in ATLAS
(example: adding a new process in PowhegControl [!66549] )
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MC Software in ATLAS

Generator software validation in ATLAS

→ central validation of new generator versions and ATLAS software changes by comparing Rivet
histograms [ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-001] [JEM/PAVER]
→ dedicated MC validation team with biweekly reports in ATLAS sub group meeting
(Generator, Infrastructure and Tools subgroup of Physics Modelling Group in ATLAS)

Improve presentation and sorting of plots

• Add ability to mask certain plots based on di↵erent criteria (p-values,
known to be bad etc.)

• Current status:
• Each validation plot has a coloured border to get an overview of the

agreement of di↵erent variables in the compared files
• p-values below 1% ! red border
• p-values between 1% and 5% ! yellow border
• other values ! turquoise/green border
• Plots where the statistical analysis could not be applied have a white border (e.g.

ratio plots)

,

February 2, 2024 Anna Vorländer 5
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MC Software in ATLAS

Requesting a new sample in ATLAS

Validation

� private production of EVNT samples (ME+PS+hadronisation) for validation

� depending on size of the request presentation in ATLAS working group meeting

Official Monte Carlo Request

� opening of an issue on JIRA (two persons per ATLAS WG are responsible for processing
these requests)

� registration of the job options (python scripts for generator configuration and starting the
generator run) in official git repository
→ several scripts checking e.g. the generated log files, job option names
→ in central production the job options are taken from this central git repository (not just
documentation purpose)

� approval of the request by working group conveners

� approval of the request by Physics Modelling conveners

� submitting a production system request
→ information about the request is collected in Google spreadsheets, which are parsed to
collect relevant information

� production system request is managed by production system team (monitoring, submitting
simulation / reconstruction job after event generation is finished)

→ depending on the size of the request / occupation of the production system a MC request
can take 2 weeks to 2 months after validation is finished
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MC Software in ATLAS

Conclusions and Outlook

Monte Carlo generation within ATLAS can be a long process

→ produced samples are used by multiple analyses
(not only by the analysis teams requesting the samples)

→ careful validation needed

→ responsibilities in ATLAS generator software and Monte Carlo request procedures clearly
assigned

Which resources and skills are needed?

� ATLAS software environment

� C++ and Python knowledge (depends on specific task)

� Overview of current Monte Carlo studies

Thank you for your attention!
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Integrating a new generator into ATLAS software

Using the Powheg generator as an example

� compiled generator executable needs to be made available in software layer

� user configuration of the generator run is done in python job options scripts

� steering scripts to pass control from athena to the generator

� conversion scripts of the generated event into HepMC format

� storing of the events in root files or preparation for further downstream processing (e.g.
simulation)
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Integrating a new generator into ATLAS software

Using the Powheg generator as an example

� compiled generator executable needs to be made available in software layer

� user configuration of the generator run needs to be configurable in python job options
scripts
Example PowhegControl:

� generating powheg.input card with ATLAS default values if not overwritten by the
user in the job option

� scheduling needed pre- or postprocessing steps (e.g. Pythia PS)

� steering scripts to pass control from athena to the generator

� conversion scripts of the generated event into HepMC format

� storing of the events in root files or preparation for further downstream processing (e.g.
simulation)
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Integrating a new generator into ATLAS software

Using the Powheg generator as an example

� compiled generator executable needs to be made available in software layer

� user configuration of the generator run is done in python job options scripts

� steering scripts to pass control from athena to the generator
Example PowhegControl:

� powheg executable searched for and executed e.g. through [singlecore.py]

� conversion scripts of the generated event into HepMC format

� storing of the events in root files or preparation for further downstream processing (e.g.
simulation)
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Integrating a new generator into ATLAS software

Using the Powheg generator as an example

� compiled generator executable needs to be made available in software layer

� user configuration of the generator run is done in python job options scripts

� steering scripts to pass control from athena to the generator

� conversion scripts of the generated event into HepMC format

� storing of the events in root files or preparation for further downstream processing (e.g.
simulation)
→ this is done centrally, no generator specific implementation is needed
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Integrating a new generator into ATLAS software

Using the Powheg generator as an example

� compiled generator executable needs to be made available in software layer

� user configuration of the generator run is done in python job options scripts

� steering scripts to pass control from athena to the generator

� conversion scripts of the generated event into HepMC format

� storing of the events in root files or preparation for further downstream processing (e.g.
simulation)

→ compatible output format for downstream processing in ATLAS + setting up the event
generation through python scripts for the end user is very convenient

asetup AthGeneration,23.6.22

Gen tf.py --ecmEnergy=13000.0 --jobConfig=410472

--outputEVNTFile=ttbar.EVNT.root --maxEvents=10000 --rivetAnas=MC TTBAR

Implementation of new generators is done by software experts, as well as the implementation of
new processes in an existing generator by the specific generator software experts in ATLAS
(example: adding a new process in PowhegControl [!66549] )

Currently dedicated generator expert teams in ATLAS for Powheg, Pythia, Herwig, Sherpa,
MadGraph
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